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Abstract. Currently, wind energy is one of the most developing areas, which is primarily due to the absence of emissions of harmful substances into the atmosphere. Wind power allows providing electricity to remote areas, where fuel
delivery, as well as the construction of thermal power plants is laborious and expensive. The effective development of
wind turbines should solve the following tasks: the creation of the necessary driving force and the possibility of using a
high coefficient of wind energy, which does not contradict the maintenance of the ecological balance of the territory.
An electric generator for a household wind turbine must provide electricity in a wide range of rotation speeds and be
able to work independently without automation and external energy sources. The study of the numerical implementation
of the method of aerodynamic analysis of the wind turbine blade in rotational motion in the ANSYS CFD software
package is by far the most promising and dynamically developing direction in the field of aerodynamics calculations.
The results of approbation of the mixed calculation method using a dynamically variable and stationary finite-volume
mesh are presented. The use of a mixed design scheme allows for calculations of wind turbines inside the building,
while it becomes possible to minimize the required power for the study.
Keywords: numerical simulation, aerodynamic processes, Ansys CFD, energy efficiency,
alternative energy sources in construction, wind turbine, wind turbine blade, navier-stokes equations.
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INTRODUCTION
The task of creating energy-independent buildings in the modern world is very important for
the whole world. The resources of the earth are
inexorably running out and mankind needs to
place great emphasis on the development of new
alternative energy sources. Modern architectural
solutions in the construction of metropolitan
areas seek to use high-tech photovoltaic facades
and flexible solar membranes to obtain the solar
energy needed for the construction of capital
construction projects. Through the combined use
of wind and solar energy, we have the opportunity to design a building that integrates different methods of generating clean energy, which,
in turn, will bring the building to its intended
full self-sufficiency in electricity.
1

Materials and methods

1.1 Problem definition
To solve the problem of assessing the aerodynamic characteristics, a single-blade orthogonal highefficiency turbine was adopted. (US patent Victor
Lyatkher, US 8007235 B1, August 30, 2011, RF
patent 2426911 C1). Since the profile of the investigated blade corresponds in cross-section with the
aviation profile NACA-0021, it was decided to
accept the geometric characteristics according to
the reference materials. [3] Fig. 1 shows a crosssection of the blade profile under investigation.

the influence of an aerodynamic load in an unsteady turbulent flow in a two-dimensional setting. The problem of this installation is the occurrence of vibrations during the rotation of the
blade at the points of attachment to the pedestal.
At the moment, the study consists in determining
the aerodynamic characteristics and an average
assessment of the energy efficiency of the installation. As a research method, we used computer
simulation of air flow around a wind turbine
blade in the ANSYS software package [13].
In this work, this method takes into account the
position of the blade in time, analyzing the equations of the translational and rotational motion
of a rigid body. The solution of the unsteady
Navier-Stokes equation is carried out at each
calculated time, taking into account the previous
results obtained at the previous step. This technique is very time consuming and resource consuming, but it allows you to analyze the behavior of the flow when flowing around a rotating
body[11].

1.2 Stages of the Grid Convergence Study
Since there is no data on which it appears possible to determine the parameters of the calculated
grid, it was concluded that it is necessary to
conduct a series of verification calculations. The
geometrical parameters of the grids can be seen
in Table 1.
Using the built-in Ansys Workbench Meshing
module, a tetraidal mesh was created. In all cases, the mesh size in the cylinder area and in the
tail area the mesh has the same dimension of
0.06 m; in the outer area, the dimension was
taken equal to 0.75 m. The problem was solved
for four variants of the computational grid in
order to find the optimal parameters of the computational grid. For the results to be accurate, it
is necessary to create a boundary layer area all
Figure 1. The cross-section of the blade profile along the blade profile. The dimension of the
boundary layer was determined based on the
under investigation
profile geometry, Reynolds number and turbuThe aim of this work is to test the technique of lence model [4].
numerical simulation of a rotating blade under
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Table 1. Characteristics of computational grids
Hydraulic
diameter

Model
1
2
3
4
5

0.38
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.38

Reynolds
number

Estimated Y
+

5.0e+4
5.0e+4
5.0e+4
5.0e+4
5.0e+4

Estimated distance from the
wall

1
8
40
50
80

Thickening of the
mesh in the longitudinal direction

1.3e-4
1.0e-3
5.0e-3
6.3e-3
1.0e-2

1.0e-2
1.0e-3
5.0e-2
1.0e-2
1.0e-2

Table 2-3 show the results of the verification teristics at different geometric characteristics
tasks. The tables show the aerodynamic charac- and different Y+ coefficients.
Table 2. Comparison of aerodynamic coefficients with experimental data (Cd, Cl, Cm) for
all calculation options (Y + = 1, Y + = 40, Y + = 50, Y + = 80).
Cd
Cd
Y + (exper- (pay
iment) ment)
1
40
50
80

0.042
0.042
0.042
0.042

0.029
0.024
0.039
0.0323

Cd
Error
-30.9 %
-42.85%
-19.04%
-23.09%

Cl
Cl
(experi- (pay
ment) ment)
0.79
0.79
0.79
0.79

0.469
0.7
0.72
0.749

Cl
Error
-40.6%
-11.39%
-8.86%
-5.189%

Cm
Cm
(experi- (payment) ment)
-0.045
-0.045
-0.045
-0.045

-0.018
-0.028
-0.039
-0.03

Cm
Error
-60%
-37.7%
13.6%
-33.3%

Table 3. Comparison of aerodynamic coefficients (Cd, Cl, Cm) for all calculation
options (Y + = 1, Y + = 40, Y + = 50, Y + = 80).
Y+
Cd
Cl
Cm
Cd

50
(Reference)
0.034
0.72
-0.039
0.034

1
0.029
0.469
-0.02
0.029

Error

50
(Reference)

20.8% 0.024
-34.9% 0.72
-37.8% -0.039
20.8% 0.024

After analyzing and comparing the results of the
calculated parameters of CFD calculations with
the results presented in the source [3], the Y +
50 model is the most accurate for the performed
non-stationary calculation based on the previous
experience, which showed the smallest error in
Volume 17, Issue 4, 2021

40

Error

50
(Reference)

0.024
0.7
-0.03
0.024

0%
-2.7%
-3.4%
0%

0.034
0.72
-0.039
0.034

80

Error

0.0223 -7.1%
0.749 4.1%
-0.03 7.1%
0.0223 -7.1%

determining the aerodynamic coefficients in aggregate. In the case of estimating the drag coefficient, the largest error is -46.9%, the lift coefficient is -40.6%, and the lift coefficient is -60%.
As a result of verification studies, the smallest
discrepancy in criterion parameters with exper155
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imental data was obtained for the design case
with Y + = 50, therefore, it was decided to use
this mesh as a design mesh for modeling a rotating blade under the influence of an aerodynamic
load.
1.3 Boundary and initial
conditions.Calculation parameters
The calculated geometry is presented in the form
of a circle, which makes it possible to investigate the problem at different angles of air flow
incursion. The flow velocity was assumed to be
15 m/s with a percentage of turbulence up to
7%. On both sides of the model, the conditions
were built so as to take into account the curvature of the circle and simulate the flowing perpendicular to the blade of the wind turbine. On
the lower part of the model, "slip walls" conditions were adopted (FreeSlipWall, U = V = W =
0 m/s). Open boundary conditions were set on
the upper part. The RigidBody Solution was
used to solve the blade rotation problem with the
possibility of rotation with respect to the Z-axis.
The cylindrical domain was created as a subdomain with adjustment of the finite element mesh
recalculation due to blade rotation. The subdo-

main, domain interfaces, and vane must share
the same air characteristics. This is necessary
because the inner cylinder and solid must move
and rotate at the same speed to properly isolate
the motion. All relative motion between the inner cylinder and vane will be eliminated, resulting in a null grid deformation inside the inner
cylinder. [10].
The interface for one domain has been changed
to limit the rotational movement of the mesh
surrounding the subdomain. The mesh located
on the inner cylindrical interface of the domain
will have the same physical properties as in the
solid form. Since the rotation cannot start without outside help, the initial angular velocity was
initialized, no other external accelerations were
initialized.
The interface of the second domain was configured in such a way that the air flow freely and
without loss of properties passed from one computational domain to another. Both areas of a
larger radius and a smaller one are stationary
and do not require special settings for a finitevolume mesh. A visualization of the calculation
model can be seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Calculation in the CFX software package (boundary conditions)
ing basic physical characteristics of the flow are
given for aerodynamic calculations Re = 50,000.
2.1 Results of computer simulations in
Fig. 3-7 show the main results of computational
ANSYS CFD
studies performed in the rotation of the blade of
The calculations were carried out in a three- the wind turbine at different moments of time,
dimensional non-stationary setting. The follow- the analysis of aerodynamic characteristics.
2
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Figure 3. Calculation in the CFX software
package (Masses and Moments)
Fig. 4-5 show the distribution of pressure values
at different points in time. The figures show the
change in blade position over time, leading to
different pressure patterns on the profile itself. It
can be seen that the pressure reaches its maximum value at the points where the profile experiences the maximum airflow resistance.
Fig. 8 shows graphs of frequencies of aerodynamic forces as the blade rotates
The graphs of the investigated forces show the
non-stationarity of the modeled process, each
wave corresponds to 1 rotation of the blade.

Figure 4. Isofield of pressures on the blade
(frontal part) at time moment 0.5 sec

Figure 5. Isofield of pressures on the blade
(frontal part) at time moment 5.5 sec

Figure 6. Isofields of pressures in the common domain at the time of 2.5 sec

Figure 7. Isofields of velocities in the common domain at the time of 2.5 sec
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Figure 8. Graphs of the investigated aerodynamic characteristics during the rotation of the blade
a) Lift force in time b) The force of frontal resistance in time
2.2 Energy efficiency calculation
Unfortunately, the initial data is not enough for a
complete analysis of energy efficiency data,
however, the known dimensions make it possi-

ble to determine the amount of energy generated
based on the throwing area.
Table 4 shows the values of generated energy at
different air flow velocities. These values are
calculated based on the size of the swept area.
Table 4. Power Generated Summary Table

Flow rate,m/s

Air density, kg/m3

The amount of generated energy, kW.

2
5
10
15
20
25

1.185
1.185
1.185
1.185
1.185
1.185

0.09
1.475
11.8
39.8
94.4
184.3

DISCUSSION
The analysis of frequencies, see Fig. 8, shows
the coincidence with the rotational speed of the
blade, while the rotational speed remains constant, the time of 1 revolution of the blade is 1.7
seconds. What can be said about the fact that the
wind turbine rotates normally. The study shows
the consistency of the method for calculating the
blade, taking into account the take-off of the
blade from the effect of the air flow.
As can be seen from Table 4, at a flow rate of 25
m / s, the blade almost completely allows a
small house to be supplied with energy. This
allows us to conclude that a large number of
such generators will be able to replace the current "harmful" power plants with more environ158

mentally friendly ones. At the current stage, it
was possible to fully implement the dynamic
calculation, with the implementation of the rotation of the wind turbine blade under the action
of the air flow. The use of a mixed calculation
will allow further research into the integration of
a wind turbine blade into the structure of a
building. With the creation of geometric design
features that will increase the oncoming flow
velocity.
CONCLUSIONS
The solution of the current problems showed the
consistency of the project and its relevance, in
the future it is necessary to carry out a numerical
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solution of a coherent problem, which will consist of
calculating the bearing capacity of the building, taking
into account the aerodynamic component and parallel
calculation of the wind turbine for energy efficiency
and aerodynamic characteristics and transmission of
vibrations from the rotation of the wind generator.
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